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In this talk, I outline the process of wri=ng the seman=cs and pragma=cs chapters of Essen%als of 
Linguis%cs (2nd edi%on) (Anderson, Bjorkman, Denis, Doner, Grant, Sanders, & Taniguchi 2022), the 
second edi=on of an online open educa=onal resource (OER). This OER has undergone considerable 
revision to beMer echo recent movements towards inclusivity in linguis=cs pedagogy (see Charity 
Hudley et al. 2020a,b, Sanders et al. 2020). I describe the considera=ons I made in making the 
seman=cs/pragma=cs chapters rich in theore=cal content while emphasizing linguis=c social jus=ce 
and linguis=c diversity.  

Because introductory linguis=cs is oRen the first and only encounter with seman=cs/pragma=cs that 
students have, I made an effort to make the study of meaning more relevant to students’ lives by 
including discussions of “seman=cs/pragma=cs in real life”. The chapters include various modules 
that focus on the rela=onship between language and socio-poli=cal power, including sec=ons on 
linguis=c meaning in the legal domain, how dic=onaries are not the authority of meaning, pragma=cs 
and au=sm, and cross-cultural differences in discourse.  

One of the major updates in the textbook is the diversifica=on of linguis=c data, including the use of 
signed language data without excep=onalist framing. Seman=cs in par=cular is oRen cri=cized as 
being very (spoken) English-centric, especially at the introductory level (Sanders 2021). The new 
seman=cs and pragma=cs chapters in this OER include data from American Sign Language, French, 
Halkomelem, Italian Sign Language, Japanese, Mopan Maya, Malagasy, Motu, Ojibwe, Polish, 
Spanish, and Washo, among other languages.  

This talk also invites the discussion of what ideally should be taught in the seman=cs and pragma=cs 
modules of introductory linguis=cs. Seman=cs oRen gets the smallest amount of coverage compared 
to other subfields in linguis=cs textbooks, and where it is covered, there is oRen much focus on 
lexical rela=ons such as synonymy and antonymy (Taniguchi 2020). In an effort to match the rigor of 
the other theore=cal linguis=cs chapters, in this updated OER I introduce various theories and tools 
of lexical seman=cs, composi=onal seman=cs, and pragma=cs in versions that are accessible to 
introductory audiences. Should teachers want to focus more on cri=cal thinking skills in linguis=c 
meaning and less on theory, the chapters also include modules on “thinking about meaning like a 
linguist”: a guide on thinking about meaning using the scien=fic method.  

With this talk, I hope to ini=ate a conversa=on about the status of seman=cs and pragma=cs in 
introductory linguis=cs. What can realis=cally be taught at the introductory level? What should 
students know about meaning? What do students want to know about meaning? Why does 
seman=cs maMer? If there is one thing about meaning that students should walk away with in an 
intro course, what would it be? I offer my reflec=ons from my past year of engaging in=mately with 
these ques=ons.   
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